
Ōtorohanga College Weekly Highlights
Term Three, Week Two - Monday 1st August - Friday 5th August

Science Faculty
Last term a group of Junior Students attended Science Spinners at
Claudelands Event Centre in Hamilton.

The purpose of the day was to inspire the next generation into
STEM education and careers.  Over the course of the day the
students participated in 12 different activities where they
experienced aspects of food production, use of robots to
accomplish tasks, how computers sort data, building for
earthquake proofing, human physiology and health and waterway
pollution and methods to reverse the pollution. Congratulations go
to Katie Raine who won a Culture Kings voucher in the survey
draw at Science Spinners.

Ten junior scientists participated in the national Cam KiwiScience Competition run by Canterbury University which
is an online competition where students answer a range of science general knowledge questions.  Those who
entered are keenly awaiting their results.

Year 9 and 10 students are learning about botany.  Part of their learning is to complete a biological drawing of the
different parts of a flower using very specific rules including labelling the different parts and stating their functions.

Meet In The Middle Netball
This term College A, College Junior Development and College
Gold netball teams are playing in an Ōtorohanga league.
Other teams are entered from Te Kuiti High School, Te
Awamutu College and two younger mixed teams. Entry into this
league is to extend our Junior Development girls as well as
help with the build up to Tournament Week for College A.  It is
always positive to have different opposition - some of our
neighbouring schools have some tall girls in their teams!
Thanks goes to Dot Carr and the Ōtorohanga Netball Centre
for organising entries and umpires and doing the draw.  We
look forward to some challenging games in the weeks ahead.
College A are also travelling to Hamilton on Monday Nights to
play other A teams from some Hamilton schools in preparation
for Tournament Week.

CACTUS
On Tuesday the 26th of
July CACTUS kicked off
for 2022 with 12
students participating.

Each week students
work on what CACTUS
stands for.

The first week students concentrated on Commitment.  Tamariki were tested on their baseline fitness before
meeting ‘Integrity’ and ‘Perseverance’ which are the two logs they had to carry around town in between doing a
small workout at each playground. The focus this week was Attitude, where it was reminded that the Tamariki get
to choose their attitude towards the task ahead of them.



The Ball
Car engines roared, makeup glistened, dresses sparkled, ties were
straightened and hair was curled -  all in preparation for the much
anticipated A Night In Vegas themed ball. With the cancellation of last
year's ball this event was even more special.

The Hall was transformed with sparkling curtains, Las Vegas signs, giant
dice and cards as well as games tables with roulette and black jack.
DJL8S had the dance floor full with the only break taken to enjoy the
amazing supper provided by Mrs Flay and her team.

The King of the ball was Fynn Gaby and the Queen was Olivia Kurth.
The Prince and Princess was Sam Veart and Laura Hunt with best
dressed going to Josy Prescott and Hamish Raine.  A huge thank you goes to all the members of our wonderful
community who supported this amazing evening.
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